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ENGEL is BEST Supplier of Brose
Schwertberg, Austria – November 2020

Brose has added ENGEL AUSTRIA to its exclusive group of strategic suppliers.
In doing so, the automotive supplier has shown its appreciation of the performance which ENGEL products offer. This step also underlines the exemplary
cooperation in the development of lightweight engineering solutions.
Brose only adds selected, strategically important suppliers to its BEST program, which was
launched last year. ENGEL is the ninth supplier to be awarded BEST supplier status. A maximum of 30 companies across the entire purchasing portfolio are included in the Brose Exclusive Supplier Team (BEST), and their performance is reassessed annually.
"We are delighted about the trust and recognition that Brose has shown us with this award,"
as Dr. Stefan Engleder, CEO of the ENGEL Group, emphasises. "For us, Brose is not only a
customer, but also an important development partner who is always open to innovative products. We rarely experience stricter demands in terms of process stability and consistent
quality."
ENGEL has been supplying injection moulding machines and automation for both single and
multiple-component injection moulding processes to Brose's production plants worldwide
since 2003. ENGEL's commitment to the new Brose plant in South Africa was specifically
lauded by Periklis Nassios, Executive Vice President Purchasing at Brose, on presenting the
award. The same was true of the two companies' shared vision when it comes to automotive
production of the future.
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Accolade as BEST Supplier: Periklis Nassios, Executive Vice President Purchasing at Brose, (left)
hands over the certificate of appointment to the exclusive group of BEST Suppliers to Stefan Engleder, the CEO of the ENGEL Group.
Picture: ENGEL
ENGEL AUSTRIA GmbH
ENGEL is one of the global leaders in the manufacture of plastics processing machines. Today, the
ENGEL Group offers a full range of technology modules for plastics processing as a single source
supplier: injection moulding machines for thermoplastics and elastomers together with automation,
with individual components also being competitive and successful in the market. With nine production
plants in Europe, North America and Asia (China and Korea), and subsidiaries and representatives in
more than 85 countries, ENGEL offers its customers the excellent global support they need to compete and succeed with new technologies and leading-edge production systems.
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